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Abstract

Marriage is generally regarded as a decisive moment in the life course of individuals. 
As the social, but also the legal status of women and men changes as soon as they 
enter marriage and – by extension – their preceding wedding engagement, registers 
are and were being kept to record this life event in most societies. The difficulty in 
studying the long-term development of marriage patterns is the need for, among 
other things, detailed information about the marriage formation process. Most of 
the research on marriage patterns is based on a limited amount of data. Data either 
cover only a limited period (at most several consecutive decades), a limited number 
of variables, a relatively small number of marriages, and/or a relatively small town 
or region. The Amsterdam marriage banns registers are an exception to the above, in 
terms of content, focus area, and volume. In this article, we present the dataset results 
of the Citizen Science project ‘Ja, ik wil!’ [‘Yes, I do!’], involving over 500 participants 
retrieving a wide range of socio-economic data on over 94,000 couples from the rich 
source of the historical Amsterdam marriage banns registers, covering every fifth year 
between 1580 and 1810.
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1. Introduction

Marriage, including present-day (formal) partnership registration and same-
sex marriage, has, throughout history, generally been regarded as a decisive 
moment in the life course of individuals, as is demonstrated by the recent 
multivolume series A Cultural History of Marriages (Behrend Martínez, 2019; 
Ferraro, 2019; Ferraro & Pedersen, 2019; Klaiber Hersch, 2019; Puschmann, 2019; 
Simmons, 2019).

Although the popularity of marriage in the EU has clearly been declining 
over the past two centuries, in the regions around the North Sea changes in 
marriage behavior already occurred much earlier. The extremely high aver-
age current (2018) ages at first marriage, for example, of 34.1 for men and 31.6 
for women in the Netherlands (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2019), are 
not novel, but the result of a very fundamental change in marriage behavior 
dating back to the late medieval period, already noted by Hajnal (1965) and 
coined back then as the European Marriage Pattern (emp). In the Netherlands, 
a specific subtype of marriage pattern, the Western European Pattern, can be 
discerned. This subtype is characterized by 1) higher ages at first marriage 
(especially for women) than in other parts of Europe and the world, 2) a 
comparatively small age gap between bride and groom for first-married cou-
ples, 3) a considerable number of men and women staying unmarried and 
4) neolocality (the formation of an own household, independent of the cou-
ple’s parents) of the newlyweds, which was most pronounced in the North 
Sea area (Low Countries and England). De Moor & Van Zanden (2010b) linked 
the emp to the exceptionally strong socio-economic development of this area 
compared to other parts of Europe, although this assumption is not entirely 
undisputed (Dennison & Ogilvie, 2014). The empirical basis of research into 
marriage behavior in the early modern Low Countries can now be expanded 
through a dataset based on the vast collection of marriage banns registrations 
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of the city of Amsterdam, from 1580 until 1810, just before the end of the 
French occupation.

2. Problem

One of the challenges when studying the long-term development of marriage 
patterns is the lack of detailed information about the marriage formation pro-
cess. As the social, but also the legal status of women and men changes as soon 
as they enter marriage and—by extension—their preceding wedding engage-
ment, registers have long been kept (and are still being kept) to record this life 
event in most societies.

For the Western Christian part of the world, the structural registration of 
marriages is based on the papal decree Tametsi in 1563, summoning local priests 
to keep records of all baptisms and marriages within their parish. However, 
Tametsi only stated that baptisms and marriages should be recorded in specific 
registers kept by the parish priests, without specifying exactly how to register 
these life events. Marriage registers, therefore, differ considerably in content, 
depending on the methods local clergymen and (later on) officials used across 
Europe. The simplest registers, for example, just contained the names of the 
engaged couples and markings indicating the unhindered completion of each 
of the mandatory three weekly engagement proclamations, the presence of 
a third mark indicating that no legal objections had prevented the marriage 
from being solemnized (see Figure 1). Also, as the keeping and preservation of 
these registers were mainly up to local clergy and officials, not all registers were 
preserved. Some were taken by priests when they left their parishes, while oth-
ers were lost or destroyed over time, due to war, neglect, city fires, or natural 
disasters. German bombardments in May 1940, for example, destroyed 582 reg-
isters containing baptism, marriage, and burial registrations in a fire, causing 
the loss of about 50 percent of all of such records for the Dutch province of 
Zeeland (Van Waarden-Koets, 2010).

Before the Reformation, ecclesiastical rulings by the Catholic Church were 
the only legislation on marriage in the Western Christian part of the world 
(Donahue, 2016; Lettmaier, 2017; Van der Heijden, 2016). As soon as a region 
fell under Protestant rule, marriage was no longer merely the prerogative of 
the church, but also subject to civic law (Lettmaier, 2017; Van der Heijden, 2016; 
Witte, 2012). Protestants nonetheless retained some authority over marriage: 
an ecclesiastical marriage celebrated between Protestants in a Protestant 
church immediately also became a valid civic-law marriage. Non-Protestant 
marriages, however, could only be ecclesiastically celebrated if the marriage 
had been confirmed by the civic authorities, i.e., in the case of Amsterdam by 
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the Commissioners of Marital Affairs (Commissarissen van Huwelijkse Zaken) 
(Stadsarchief Amsterdam, 1586). For the Northern Low Countries, this change 
took place in the final quarter of the 16th century, mainly between 1572 and 
1576 (Israel, 1995). The city of Amsterdam remained faithful to Catholic and 
Spanish rule until rather late: only after a relatively peaceful coup d’état in May 
1578 (commonly known as ‘Alteratie’) did Protestantism become the predom-
inant and preferred religion within the city, subsequently also implementing 
Protestant rulings on marriage procedures (Israel, 1995).

Most of the historical research on marriage patterns is based on a fairly 
limited amount of data, whether limited in timespan (at most several con-
secutive decades), number of variables, number of marriages, and/or the rel-
atively small size of a town or region. Although attempts have been made to 
compile larger datasets on early modern marriages (Dennison & Ogilvie, 2014; 
Szołtysek, 2016), the data collected on pre-1800 marriages are hardly usable for 
large-scale analysis because either their numbers are small and insufficiently 
representative (as Carmichael et al. [2016] demonstrated for the data collected 
by Dennis and Ogilvie [2014]), or because they focus primarily on rural areas 

figure 1 Marriage registrations registered in Amsterdam, January 1566. In the left column 
are the names of the grooms, in the right the names of their brides. The marks 
behind the names of the bride indicate the number of proclamations that had 
passed without any third-party objections being raised. Only couples for whom 
three unhindered proclamations had taken place were allowed to marry. The 
crosses marked in the space to the left of the names of the grooms indicate that the 
marriage was solemnized in an Amsterdam Catholic church, which was the only 
permitted religion in Amsterdam until May 1578.
amsterdam city archives, archive no. 5001, inv. no. 969, p. 8.
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(Szołtysek & Poniat, 2018, p. 477, Table 3). The extensive data collections from 
the Mosaic and napp dataset, for example, specifically lack data on the early 
modern Low Countries (Szołtysek & Poniat, 2018, p. 474, especially Figure 1), 
an area that is known for its exceptional economic development in the early 
modern period (De Moor & Van Zanden, 2006; Prak, 2012).

3. The Source

The Amsterdam marriage banns registers are a unique source among their 
kind, because of the combination of volume, specific geographical focus, time-
span, and detail of the registered original data. As such, it is comparable in 
quality and representativeness to other historical demographic datasets, such 
as those from the Balsac project on the Quebec parishes and the China Multi-
Generational Panel Dataset – Liaoning (Lee & Campbell, 2016). These datasets 
include a much larger number of individuals than those in the Amsterdam 
registers, but this is because their data were extracted from a large number of 
small, individual parishes within an extensive region (over 1.5 million square 
kilometers in Quebec and 145,900 square kilometers in China, respectively), 
whereas the Amsterdam dataset is based on a centralized system of registra-
tions within a single city.

In terms of the total number of registrations, the Amsterdam marriage 
banns registers are most comparable to the Barcelona dataset of Five Centuries 
of Marriage (Cabré, n.d.). The latter dataset, however, was based on a collec-
tion of marriage registers of over 250 parishes, and the text of the registra-
tions offered far less detailed data on registered individuals compared to the 
Amsterdam registers. In terms of specific information, the campop-dataset 
(Wrigley et al., 1997; Wrigley & Schofield, 1981) seems to be the one most simi-
lar to the Amsterdam registers, but also consists of a compilation of numerous 
parish registers instead of a single town; besides, the period covered within 
the mentioned datasets varies per included parish. Therefore, the registers of 
Amsterdam, covering an uninterrupted timespan of centralized marriage reg-
istration over 230 years for an entire city, and providing a wide array of details 
on over 900,000 individuals, can be regarded as unique (see Table 1).

The earliest marriage registers date back to 1565 and were of the simplest 
form, as described earlier: two names and a mark for each completed and 
unhindered proclamation. Over time, these marriage registers changed little 
(see Figure 2).

Until the Reformation, legislation on marriage was the prerogative of the 
Catholic Church. Once an area became subject to Protestant rule, the marriage 
regulations laid down in the Politieke Ordonnantie of 1580 (Cau, 1655) came 
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figure 2 Registrations of marriages confirmed before the Commissioner of Marital Affairs, 
24 January and (partially) 30 January 1790. The composition of these registers 
changed very little in comparison to the register of 1566 as displayed in Figure 1. 
The main differences are that in the 1566 register, couples were registered as soon 
as they announced their intended marriage and the register also served to keep 
track of the number of proclamations issued. With the introduction of separate 
marriage banns registers, this became redundant and couples were from then 
onwards only recorded in the marriage registers once their marriage was formally 
confirmed in a Reformed church or before the Commissioners of Marital Affairs.
amsterdam city archives, archive no. 5001, inv. no. 961, p. 217.
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into effect. As a result of the Ordonnantie, marriage legislation became subject 
to worldly instead of ecclesiastical law, with the former’s extensive conditions 
and prohibitions for a legal marriage. This resulted in an increased need for 
the registration of individual details on the bride and groom, to ensure that a 
couple met the conditions to be married, often resulting in the introduction 
of separate marriage banns registers. In Amsterdam, this change took place 
in 1578. Within three months after the Protestant coup d’état of 26 May 1578 
in Amsterdam’s city council (the so-called Alteratie), separate marriage banns 
registers were introduced. Just as under prior Catholic rule, each couple had to 
register their marriage intention at least three Sundays before the actual wed-
ding could take place (Cau, 1655). This waiting period of a minimum of four-
teen days (the shortest span of time comprising three consecutive Sundays) 
and the weekly proclamations were designed to inform fellow citizens about 
the intended marriages, to allow anyone who might have legal objections to 
bring those to the attention of the local authorities. To preclude couples elop-
ing, these proclamations also had to be made in previous towns of residence 
(see, e.g., Haks, 1985, especially from page 125).

In Amsterdam, three types of registers were used, because of the difference 
in legal implications between Reformed and other marriages:
A) Marriage banns registers of the church (kerkregisters; Stadsarchief 

Amsterdam, archive 5001, inv. nos. 401–660), containing marriage banns 
between two Reformed partners. Marriages between marriage partners 
celebrated in a Reformed Amsterdam church were immediately also 
valid legal marriages. Banns for this type of marriage were proclaimed in 
the Reformed churches of Amsterdam.

B) Marriage banns registers of the civic authorities (puiregisters; Stadsarchief 
Amsterdam, archive 5001, inv. nos. 661–761), containing marriage banns 
of couples of whom at least one was not Reformed. These weddings were 
performed by the local magistrates (in Amsterdam by the Commissioners 
of Marital Affairs [Commissarissen van Huwelijkse Zaken], aldermen spe-
cifically appointed to these affairs, and were placarded weekly at the 
facade [pui] of the town hall, hence the nickname ‘puiregisters’). For 
non-Reformed marriages, only the civic marriage had legal status.

C) Marriage banns registers containing registrations for weddings that 
would be performed elsewhere (extraordinaris registers; Stadsarchief 
Amsterdam, archive 5001, inv. nos. 762–765). Probably because of 
Amsterdam’s strong population growth in the course of the seventeenth 
century, as of 1636 these separate registers were abandoned, and thereaf-
ter such registrations were registered in the regular marriage banns reg-
isters mentioned under A and B. The need for proclamations elsewhere 
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and the marriage location were from then on indicated above the con-
cerned registration.

All marriage banns registers were kept by the Commissioners of Marital Affairs 
and their secretaries. The registers of the church start in 1578 and run until the 
introduction of the Civic Registration (Burgerlijke Stand) in Amsterdam in the 
course of 1811. The registers of the magistrates date back to 1581 and run until 
the start of the French occupation in 1795. It should be noted, however, that 
because of the égalité principle of the French Revolution, a decree was issued 
that from 1 June 1795 onwards, all marriages, regardless of the religious denom-
ination of bride and groom, had to be confirmed before the local magistrates 
to become valid, hence annulling the former privileged position of Reformed 
marriage (Huussen, 1975). As a consequence, all marriages between 1 June 1795 
and 28 February 1811 were registered in the same register (for which the former 
church registers were used). From 1 March 1811 onwards, marriages were regis-
tered in the dedicated registers of the Civic Registers (Burgerlijke Stand).

4. Data Collection Methods

Although the great potential value of the Amsterdam marriage banns registers 
has been recognized by other researchers in the past, their datasets comprised 
only a limited selection of the source (Hart, 1955a, 1955b, 1975; Kuijpers, 2005), 
which left out the many opportunities this source offers for long-term analy-
sis of marriage patterns in one of the most vibrant cities of historical Europe. 
The Hart collection also has not been digitized, making it less suitable for fur-
ther analysis. As part of the vidi-project ‘Nature or nature? A search for the 
institutional and biological determinants of life expectancy in Europe during 
the early modern period’, data from all marriage banns registrations of every 
fifth year from 1580 to 1810 of all Amsterdam marriage banns registers (church, 
municipality, and extraordinaris registers) were digitized with the help of a 
large group of volunteers. For this purpose, the Citizen Science project called 
‘Ja, ik wil!’ [transl.: ‘Yes, I do!’] was set up to manage the data collection pro-
cedure, via the already existing Dutch crowdsourcing platform ‘Vele Handen’ 
(https://www.velehanden.nl). This platform offers multiple (primarily) histor-
ical projects for which citizens can volunteer to contribute, and allowed for 
the rapid recruitment of a total of approximately 500 skilled and enthusiastic 
volunteer transcribers, many of whom were loyal participants throughout the 
two-year data entry period (for an extensive analysis of this project, includ-
ing a description on how participants were supported by a project forum, par-
ticipant meetings, and paleography education, and an analysis of the success 
factors of the project, see De Moor et al., 2019). In the design phase before the 
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project’s start, it was also decided to exclude the registrations between 1580 
and 1600 from data entry via the Vele Handen platform because of the techni-
cal complications created by the structure of the original registers, and to limit 
data entry to registers of every fifth year between 1580 and 1810 to make it possi-
ble to complete this endeavor within the project’s duration. As banns registers 
were only ‘standardized’ from 1605 onward (by printing the standard fixed-text 
formulas, hence automatically limiting the maximum number of registrations 
to the three partially pre-printed registrations per page, see Figure 3), the same 
application design could be used for all registrations between 1605 and 1810 
(that is, about 97 percent of all registrations). Taking a sample of every fifth 
year has its limitations. However, as our research questions concern the entire 
early modern period, we find the five-year grid sufficiently fine-grained to ana-
lyze developments over several decades or even centuries, as well as to analyze 
the overall effects of disasters like the plague and its aftermath.

The data in the registrations from 1580–1605 were ultimately distilled by a 
selected group of expert-volunteers directly from the sources, subsequently 
transformed into the same data format, and then combined with the data col-
lected through the Vele Handen platform in the final dataset. Although the 
introduction of pre-printed pages standardized the registers’ layout, the con-
tent of the handwritten parts of the registrations differed in included details 
over time (see Appendix, Figures A1–A6).

Using the standard methodology of the Vele Handen platform resulted 
in a high-quality dataset: each scan was entered by two separate volunteers. 
A third person with a higher level of expertise compared the results of the 
two entries—supported with software to enhance the efficiency of this pro-
cess—and made the final decision regarding the correct transcription of the 
registers. To facilitate efficient data entry, the data fields on the data entry 
forms (and subsequently the instructions for the volunteers) generally fol-
lowed the same order as in the source. The content of the registrations gener-
ally remained uniform throughout the whole period, with only two exceptions. 
The first exception was that, although no specific reason has been found, the 
structural registration of grooms’ occupations ceased in 1715. The other major 
change involved the structural registration of the religious denominations of 
both groom and bride between 1755 and 1795, which was related to the imple-
mentation of legislation aimed at discouraging marriages between Reformed 
and Catholic partners (see also Haks, 1985) and was ended in 1795 as a result 
of the French occupation of the Low Countries. A full overview of the devel-
opment of the registers can be found at http://www.collective-action.info/
Ja-ik-wil/Ondertrouwregisters-ontwikkeling.
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5. Data

– “Ja, ik wil – Amsterdam marrage banns registrations 1580–1810” deposited 
at EUR Data Repository – doi:www.doi.org/10.25397/eur.14049842

– Temporal coverage: 1580–1810

The dataset contains a total of 94,302 marriage banns registrations in the sam-
ple years between 1580 and 1810, hence containing data on about 188,000 indi-
viduals (in a small number of cases, the registration was incomplete, usually 
lacking data on the bride). The checked data entry from the ‘Yes, I do!’ project 
forms the basis of the dataset; an overview of the data entered is displayed in 
Table 2. The decision to end with 1810 as the final sample year is directly related 

figure 3 Register of the marriage banns register of the church, May 5–8, 1604. This page 
marks the introduction of printed text in the marriage banns registers. The printed 
text concerns the text that applied to every registration and referred to the couple’s 
request to be registered, to have their marriage intention proclaimed on the 
subsequent Sundays, the declarations of both bride and groom that they were not 
bound to any other partner, were not blood-related to a prohibited degree, and that 
there were no other legal issues that might prevent their intended marriage. As a 
result of using this pre-printed text from May 1604 onward, each page contained 
a maximum of three registrations, whereas in the pre-1604, fully handwritten 
registrations, a page could contain as many as six registrations.
amsterdam city archives, archive no. 5001, inv. no. 411, pp. 216–17.
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table 2 Overview of data entered by participants of the Ja, ik wil-Citizen Science project

Item Grooms 
(abs.)

Grooms 
(%)

Brides 
(abs.)

Brides 
(%)

When registered by 
commissioners in 
source?

Cancellation 
marriage*

1,944 2.1 1,944 2.1 In case of cancella-
tion, registration was 
crossed out and/or the 
reason for cancelle-
tion was mentioned.

Place of 
origin**

86,762 92.0 87,368 92.6  

Religion 26,047 27.6 25,964 27.5 Between 1755 and 1790
Occupation** 41,787 44.3 5 0.0 For grooms mainly 

before 1715, for 
brides no structural 
registration

Age** 68,688 72.8 70,463 74.7 For those not married 
previously, to deter-
mine whether paren-
tal consent (if under 
30) would be required

Marital status 94,302 100.0 94,302 100.0 Status ‘not previ-
ously married’ was 
not always explicitly 
registered, but given 
legal implications of 
previous marriages, 
no status mentioned 
means not married

Duration of 
widowhood

n/a n/a 2,733 2.9 For widows, mainly 
1580–1640

Address** 93,973 99.7 91,156 96.7  
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Item Grooms 
(abs.)

Grooms 
(%)

Brides 
(abs.)

Brides 
(%)

When registered by 
commissioners in 
source?

Parents 
deceased*

36,412 38.6 32,461 34.4 Registered in case 
person involved was 
both not previously 
married and under 
the age of 30, hence 
formally requiring 
parental consent 
to marry (although 
sometimes also regis-
tered for persons over 
30 years old).

Address of 
parents

7,705 8.2 7,910 8.4 Registered in case per-
son involved was both 
not previously married 
and under the age of 
30, hence formally 
requiring parental 
consent to marry

Amsterdam 
citizen since

2,928 3.1 1,951 2.1 Mainly registered in 
pre-1610 registrations; 
not including regis-
trations that are only 
descriptive (e.g. ‘since 
death of spouse’) and 
hence not calculable

1st witness 
(specified 
relation only)

36,988 39.2 48,471 51.4 In case person provid-
ing (parental) consent 
provided this in per-
son; only required for 
first marriages and if 
person was under the 
age of 30; relation to 
bride or groom often 
not mentioned

table 2 Overview of data entered by participants of the Ja, ik wil-Citizen Science project 
(cont.)
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Item Grooms 
(abs.)

Grooms 
(%)

Brides 
(abs.)

Brides 
(%)

When registered by 
commissioners in 
source?

1st witness 
(incl. unspeci-
fied relation)

52,907 56.1 61,632 65.4 See above

2nd witness 
(specified 
relation only)

948 1.0 2,005 2.1 See above, although 
2nd witness not 
formally required

2nd witness 
(incl. unspeci-
fied relation)

1,059 1.1 2,009 2.1 See above, although 
2nd witness not  
formally required

3rd witness 
(specified 
relation only)

16 0.0 43 0.0 See above, although 
3rd witness not  
formally required

3rd witness 
(incl. unspeci-
fied relation)

18 0.0 46 0.0 See above, although 
3rd witness not  
formally required

4th witness 
(specified 
relation only)

0 0.0 5 0.0 See above, although 
4th witness not  
formally required

4th witness 
(incl. unspeci-
fied relation)

0 0.0 5 0.0 See above, although 
4th witness not  
formally required

1st provider of 
consent (spec-
ified relation 
only)

8,124 8.6 7,061 7.5 In case person provid-
ing (parental) consent 
provided this in  
writing; only required 
for first marriages and 
if person was under 
the age of 30; relation 
to bride or groom 
often not mentioned

table 2 Overview of data entered by participants of the Ja, ik wil-Citizen Science project 
(cont.)
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Item Grooms 
(abs.)

Grooms 
(%)

Brides 
(abs.)

Brides 
(%)

When registered by 
commissioners in 
source?

1st provider of 
consent (incl. 
unspecified 
relation)

8,141 8.6 7,074 7.5 See above

2nd provider 
of consent 
(specified 
relation only)

831 0.9 597 0.6 See above, 2nd  
consent provider 
however formally not 
required

2nd provider 
of consent 
(incl. unspeci-
fied relation)

832 0.9 598 0.6 See above, 2nd  
consent provider 
however formally not 
required

3rd provider 
of consent 
(specified 
relation only)

9 0.0 12 0.0 See above, 3rd consent 
provider however  
formally not required

3rd provider 
of consent 
(incl. unspeci-
fied relation)

9 0.0 12 0.0 See above, 3rd consent 
provider however  
formally not required

Location of 
proclama-
tions outside 
Amsterdam

2,622 2.8 2,209 2.3 Registered in case 
person involved lived 
or had recently lived 
in another town

Orphans’ 
chamber*

8,359 8.9 6,683 7.1 Registered if person 
had children of minor 
age from a previous 
marriage.

table 2 Overview of data entered by participants of the Ja, ik wil-Citizen Science project 
(cont.)
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to the introduction of the Civic Registration in 1811. This 1811 transition was 
not only an administrative change, but also confirmed the change in meaning 
of marriage from 1795 onwards: ecclesiastical marriages, including Reformed, 
lost their legal status, and the moment of marriage became more important 
than the moment of engagement (Huussen, 1975). Consequently, the marriage 
acts (instead of the marriage banns on which our dataset is based) became 
the most important documents in marriage procedures. Given these changes 
in the types of sources and meaning attached to them, our dataset can thus 
not straightforwardly be connected with post-1810 data such as those from the 
links-project (International Institute of Social History, n.d.).

In addition to the data entered by volunteers, the dataset also contains three 
other types of data generated in other ways:
a) Metadata generated by the platform used to identify each scan, each reg-

istration, and each checked data entry record (Columns B-D).

Item Grooms 
(abs.)

Grooms 
(%)

Brides 
(abs.)

Brides 
(%)

When registered by 
commissioners in 
source?

Signature* 65,258 69.2 45,157 47.9 Not registered by 
commissioners, but 
written down by 
brides- and grooms-
to-be themselves. In 
the instructions for 
project participants, a 
signature was consid-
ered to be registered if 
the groom- or bride-
to-be had written at 
least their first or last 
name in full.

Note: total number of couples was 94,302.
*  These fields were set as binary data field; if applicable, the participant checked the related 

checkbox on the form for that registration and value was set at ‘1’. In case the checkbox 
stayed unchecked, the value remained zero.

**  These fields were marked as mandatory. However, as not every registration contained the 
information requested, the number of hits is below 100 percent, as in that case the  
participant was instructed to fill in the field with a pound mark (#).

table 2 Overview of data entered by participants of the Ja, ik wil-Citizen Science project 
(cont.)
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b) Data from a preexisting digital name index on grooms, brides, and 
any possible previous spouses, provided by Amsterdam City Archives 
[Stadsarchief Amsterdam] (Columns co, cs-cv).

c) Data added by standardizing or processing the entered data, required to 
make the data suitable for statistical analysis (see Table 3), performed by 
researchers involved in the project

In the codebook (https://www.doi.org/10.25397/eur.14049842), the origin of 
the data in each column has been indicated.

After combining the data collected through the Vele Handen platform with 
the pre-1605 data collected separately, a final check of the project was per-
formed looking for any remaining inconsistencies, solving some issues related 
to scans that were hard to read, and standardizing part of the data columns 
before depositing the dataset and related documents into the repository.

Although most registrations concern unique registrations, a small number 
concern duplicate registrations, attributable to three main reasons:
1) The marriage was called off beforehand, because of legal objections (e.g., 

proven bigamy) or failure to meet legal requirements (e.g., lacking paren-
tal consent). In such cases, the original registration could have been can-
celed, with the couple later re-registering once the hindrances had been 
overcome or solved.

2) The couple that had registered did not appear and was declared as ‘not 
serviced’ [‘niet geholpen’]. These couples sometimes later re-registered 
and completed the procedures.

3) In the case of marriages between a Reformed and a non-Reformed part-
ner, the marriage banns were registered in both the church and munici-
pal banns registers.

Cases as described under 1) and 2) are recognizable within the source doc-
uments, as these registrations were usually crossed out and/or explicitly 
indicated as canceled or not serviced (see Figure 4). Following data entry 
instructions, these entries have been coded by participants as canceled in the 
data field [Geannuleerd]; in this way, canceled registrations can be easily fil-
tered from the dataset. Duplicate marriage banns registrations belonging to 
the third category are difficult to distill, as these registrations were not consist-
ently indicated in the source as being registered in two separate registers at the 
same time. As the number of such registrations was relatively small and the 
selection of these duplicate registrations needed to be done manually, these 
data have not been corrected in the dataset.

Volunteers were instructed to enter data from the sources as-is, to avoid 
(mis)interpretation. The basic output generated by the Vele Handen-platform 
export module consisted of records combining a) metadata related to the input 
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system, b) data from the indexes already made available through Amsterdam 
City Archives, and c) the data entered as-is by the volunteers. In order to ana-
lyze the entered data, the data needed to be standardized (see Table 3). For 
fields that were mainly numerical in nature (like ages), the standardization 
was performed by filtering out fields with incomplete data (due to illegible or 
incomplete ages in the source registration). For the three text fields (places 
of origin groom and bride and occupation groom), a two-step process was 
needed: the original entry was first standardized to the present-day equivalent, 
and then the present-day equivalent was coded using available reference doc-
uments or coding systems (see Table 3).

6. Data Usability and New Possibilities

The detailed registration of historical demographic data on individuals on such 
a scale as the data sample collected in this dataset not only offers researchers 
the opportunity to distill aggregated data or data on specific individuals (as 

figure 4 Cancelled marriage banns registration, Amsterdam, 6 January 1775. This couple 
intended to marry in Sloterdijk, a small village located at that time just outside 
Amsterdam, and had already registered their marriage there. As the groom lived 
in Maarssen (near Utrecht) and the bride in Amsterdam, proclamations had to 
be made in Amsterdam, Sloterdijk, and Maarssen. From the note in the margin, 
it appears that both partners decided not to marry in the end and to release each 
other from the mutual promises to marry.
amsterdam city archives, archive no. 5001, inv. no. 620, p. 12.
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table 3 Overview of data fields prioritized for data standardization

Data field  
original data
(concerning)

Reference docu-
ment/system used

Standardization procedure

Groom_origin
Bride_origin
(place of origin)

A.  Geografische 
verwijzingen 
notarieel en 
ondertrouw 
(Hart, n.d.)

B.  The International 
Standard for 
country codes 
and codes for 
their subdivisions 
(iso n.d.)

1.  Matching data with references in 
A and matching abbreviations for 
Amsterdam

2.  In case data matched with 
reference from A for Amsterdam 
or abbreviation clearly refer-
ring to Amsterdam, the value 
[from Amsterdam] was added to 
respective columns Groom_ 
origin_general and Bride_ 
origin_general; in all other cases, 
the value [outside Amsterdam] 
was added

3.  For those records that contained 
value [from Amsterdam], in the 
subsequent columns was added: 
current name (Amsterdam), 
how match was found ([Unique] 
for direct matches with A, 
[Deduced] for matches derived 
from abbreviations), the iso 
3166-1 code (nl) and the 3166-2 
code (nh).

Groom_religion
Bride_religion
(religion)

n/a 1.  Standardizing entries in column 
used to specify pre-defined 
option [Anders] (Other)

2.  Integrating entries for pre- 
defined option [Anders] into list 
with already pre-defined options
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Data field  
original data
(concerning)

Reference docu-
ment/system used

Standardization procedure

Groom_occupation
(occupation groom)

C.  hisco (Van 
Leeuwen, Maas, 
& Miles, 2002)

D.  hisclass (Van 
Leeuwen & Maas, 
2011)

1.  Translating occupation into 
present-day spelling

2. Codification occupation using C
3.  Translating codes from C into 

codes related to D

Groom_age_
cleaned_yrsonly
Bride_age_cleaned_
yrsonly
(age)

n/a Adding additional copy of  
column, leaving out incomplete 
age registrations

Groom_in-asd- 
since-original
Bride_in-asd-since- 
original
(duration of  
residence in 
Amsterdam for 
migrants)

n/a 1.  Copying entered numerical 
values

2.  Calculating calculable values 
from descriptive entries

3.  Marking descriptive entries that 
could not be deduced with value 
[_not calculable_]

Groom_witness_
relation_1
Groom_witness_
relation_1_anders
Bride_witness_ 
relation_1
Bride_witness_ 
relation_1_anders
(relation of 1st 
witness providing 
consent to groom/
bride in person)

n/a 1.  Combining values from columns  
Groom_witness_relation_1 and 
Groom_witness_relation_ 
1_anders respectively Bride_ 
witness_relation_1 and Bride_ 
witness_relation_1_anders into  
1 set of values

2.  For grooms, coding _mwn1_, 
followed by English translation 
of relation to groom; for brides, 
coding _wwn1_, followed by 
English translation of relation to 
bride

table 3 Overview of data fields prioritized for data standardization (cont.)
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Data field  
original data
(concerning)

Reference docu-
ment/system used

Standardization procedure

Groom_consent_
relation_1
Groom_consent_
relation_1_anders
Bride_consent_ 
relation_1
Bride_consent_ 
relation_1_anders
(relation of 1st 
person providing 
written consent to 
groom/bride)

n/a 1.  Combining values from columns  
Groom_consent_relation_1 and 
Groom_consent_relation_ 
1_anders, respectively Bride_ 
consent_relation_1 and Bride_ 
consent_relation_1_anders into  
1 set of values

2.  For grooms, coding _mcg1_, 
followed by English translation 
of relation to groom; for brides, 
coding _wcg1_, followed by 
English translation of relation to 
bride

bride_widowhood_
yrsonly
(duration of 
widowhood before 
remarriage widow)

n/a 1.  Copying entered numerical 
values

2.  Calculating calculable values 
from descriptive entries

3.  Marking descriptive entries that 
could not be deduced with value 
[_not calculable_]

table 3 Overview of data fields prioritized for data standardization (cont.)

far as their surname allows actual identification) but also to perform detailed 
historical long-term analyses, based on a large number of variables, for exam-
ple, research on specific groups (religious, occupational). By its nature, size, 
and continuity, covering a time span of 230 years, the Ja, ik wil – Amsterdam 
marriage banns registers 1580–1810 dataset is a valuable research resource in 
academic discourse on marriage patterns, mainly initiated by Hajnal’s (1965) 
well-known seminal article on the European Marriage Pattern (EMP). As 
Amsterdam belongs to the core area of the emp, the dataset offers substan-
tial empirical data to test Hajnal’s original hypothesis as well as those of other 
scholars in this discourse, as the emp theory is not undisputed (Dennison & 
Ogilvie, 2014). Also, the dataset may offer valuable information in other dis-
cussions as well, for example, on the role of marriage patterns in economic 
development and the Great Divergence debate (De Moor & Van Zanden, 
2010b; Foreman-Peck, 2011; Greif, 2006; Pomeranz, 2000; Voigtländer & Voth, 
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2013) or the influence of marriage patterns and household formation on fac-
tor markets (Puschmann and Solli, 2014; Szołtysek et al., 2011; Van Bavel et al., 
2009; Van Zanden et al., 2019). Given the nature of Amsterdam as a migrant 
society (Kuijpers, 2005), the dataset may also shed light not only on the effects 
of migration to emp-areas on the marriage patterns of groups of migrants (e.g., 
the Sephardic and Ashkenazi Jewish communities, mid-European seasonal 
laborers), but on the influence of those groups on marriage patterns within an 
emp core environment as well. Existing datasets within the emp core area of 
this size are scarce or based on very small samples (e.g., Dennison & Ogilvie, 
2014; see also Carmichael et al., 2016), with only the campop-database offering 
data for measuring the effects of marriage patterns and household formation 
in the emp core area (e.g., Wrigley, 2014).

As mentioned before, other researchers have used these marriage banns 
registers in the past for historical analysis, but only a very limited selection 
of them. The detailed dataset that is now available will allow researchers to 
perform detailed analyses, especially if these data are combined with other 
data containing entries on the level of a person or an aggregate location. 
Looking at the data summary, the most effective expansion would be to match 
the data from the places of origin with the data already collected by Hart 
(n.d.), combined with the iso 3166 coding (International Organization for 
Standardization, n.d.), which would result in a fine-grained overview of migra-
tion to Amsterdam. Another option for large-scale standardization would be 
the address fields in the current dataset (for the groom, parents groom, bride, 
parents bride), although the fact that specific addresses were only commonly 
used for the data from the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nine-
teenth century limits the possibilities.

Despite the unique combination of historical data this dataset offers, 
research options using this dataset are of course not without limitations. A first 
limitation is caused by the nature of the source itself: as the registers served to 
register the banns of intended marriages, the dataset by definition contains no 
information on Amsterdam citizens who never got engaged to be married. The 
substantial part of the population that remained single, both among men and 
women, can thus not be captured with this dataset (De Moor, 2014; Devos et al.,  
2015, 2016). Also, the registers contain information on individuals for only one 
(or more, if the individual remarried) static moment(s) in their lifetime, that 
is; their details at the moment they registered their marriage banns. The data-
set therefore cannot be used in itself to study the social or economic life stories 
of individuals.

As registration was performed and recorded on an individual basis, the 
dataset in itself is also not sufficient to study intergenerational developments 
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within a specific group, as the dataset does not provide a way to connect con-
secutive generations of a specific family; to achieve this, one would need to 
perform additional genealogical research or use a form of family/population 
reconstruction. However, as marriage procedures were compulsory and equal 
for all citizens, regardless of their status, the registers are far more inclusive 
than, for example, tax registers as the basis for social-demographic reconstruc-
tions, as the latter only included those who had sufficient means to be taxed, 
excluding those below the taxing threshold. Although in 1795 a citywide census 
was held, the officers performing the counting already admitted that the cen-
sus would appear to be incomplete:

The population density within the Jewish part of town is at some loca-
tions that high, with every possible room, even in the attics, occupied 
by a large number of inhabitants, the immodesty of the number of peo-
ple inhabiting these houses being so big, that the district supervisors are 
not able to guarantee that all persons, especially children, have been ac-
counted for.

farret et al., 1795, p. 4

Also, this census was performed only once at the end of the period of the mar-
riage banns registers dealt with in this article, hence providing population data 
for only that specific year.

A challenge that every researcher faces when using data transcription 
from historical sources is the possibility of faulty transcriptions, causing dif-
ferences between the actual data in the source and the data finally entered in 
the dataset. Although this risk can never be excluded entirely, using the above- 
described ‘three pairs of eyes’ methodology for data entry minimized this risk. 
Nonetheless, it should be taken into account that the data in the source itself 
should be analyzed and interpreted with some precautions: the recorded data 
were mainly provided by the persons registering themselves. Ages were regis-
tered in the database as mentioned in the source, often without being checked 
against other potential sources, such as baptism records for the brides and 
grooms. Ages given by the bride and/or groom could therefore sometimes dif-
fer several years from their actual ages. This difference could either be unin-
tentional, as not everybody was equally experienced with handling figures  
(De Moor & Van Zanden, 2008, 2010a), or intentional, to avoid the need for 
parental consent, or to artificially decrease the age gap between the groom and 
bride. A small age difference (preferably with the groom being the elder of the 
two) was regarded as favorable for a good Christian marriage (e.g., Wittewrongel, 
1661, pp. 45–46), while a large one was viewed as making the marriage less likely 
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to succeed, attributed, among other things, to an assumed reduction of the cou-
ple’s mental flexibility in making compromises (De Vos, 1771, pp. 269–276, espe-
cially p. 273).

A potential cause of unintentional differences between actual ages and 
ages reported in the marriage banns could be ‘age heaping’, which entails a 
significant statistical overrepresentation of ages ending on zero or 5, indicating 
that people reporting their ages tended to round up to the closest multiple of 
five, The Whipple index calculated based on these statistics forms an indica-
tion of the numeracy of the population concerned (e.g., A’Hearn et al., 2009; 
De Moor & Zuijderduijn, 2011; see also De Moor & Van Zanden, 2008, 2010a). 
Earlier analysis on age heaping, however, based on four sample years orig-
inating from the same archival source as the current dataset, demonstrated 
that the Whipple index for those years for Amsterdam brides and grooms was 
considerably lower than for populations from comparable archival sources 
elsewhere (De Moor & Van Zanden, 2008). If we calculate the Whipple index 
for the entire dataset, the figures concur with those earlier findings. The index 
figures of just below 119 for men and just over 116 for women indicate that no 
significant age heaping seems to have happened. Although the Whipple index 
is generally accepted and used as an adequate indicator of numeracy within 
a population (e.g., A’Hearn et al., 2009; Szołtysek et al., 2018), it does not rule 
out faulty age reporting by individuals completely. Additional comparison of 
reported ages with baptism records of the marrying individuals (for at least a 
representative number of sample years) might shed more light on (average) 
discrepancies between reported and actual ages. Such a check would, however, 
require an additional research project, and far exceeded the possibilities and 
scope of the Ja, ik wil! project.

Also, it should be taken into account that ages are not available for all indi-
viduals, due to the original purpose of age registration in this source. The 
Amsterdam banns registers, administered by the Commissioners of Marital 
Affairs and their staff, served first and foremost as a ‘checklist’ for the mag-
istrates to determine whether or not all conditions were met to perform the 
final wedding ceremony. Age was therefore registered merely to check whether 
the bride- and groom-to-be were of proper age and whether or not parental 
consent (if under 25) or consent from next of kin (if under 30) was required. 
If widows or widowers remarried, however, registration of their ages was irrel-
evant, as they had already been of age when they married their previous part-
ner. Therefore, ages for remarrying widows and widowers are mostly lacking 
in this source and, consequently, in the dataset. Nonetheless, except for the 
first two sample years, ages are available for at least 60 percent of all brides 
and grooms, and figures for some years even exceed 80 percent (see Table 4). 
The sudden percentual drop for the year 1665 can be explained by consecutive 
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table 4 Frequency of mentioning ages in banns registers per year and gender, 1580–1810. 
Source: Dataset Ja, ik wil – Amsterdam marriage banns registers 1580–1810

Year Total #
banns 
registrations

Ages men 
registered 
(abs.)

Ages men 
registered
(%)

Ages women  
registered (abs.)

Ages 
women 
registered
(%)

1580 383 75 19.6 54 14.1
1585 434 152 35.0 115 26.5
1590 571 449 78.6 427 74.8
1595 680 545 80.1 542 79.7
1600 768 577 75.1 573 74.6
1605 900 675 75.0 633 70.3
1610 792 628 79.3 592 74.7
1615 1172 904 77.1 840 71.7
1620 1270 945 74.4 917 72.2
1625 1654 1019 61.6 987 59.7
1630 1747 1083 62.0 1061 60.7
1635 1595 1123 70.4 1090 68.3
1640 1960 1247 63.6 1164 59.4
1645 2090 1463 70.0 1297 62.1
1650 2016 1476 73.2 1382 68.6
1655 2378 1642 69.0 1628 68.5
1660 2202 1778 80.7 1676 76.1
1665 2929 1922 65.6 1876 64.0
1670 2442 1766 72.3 1762 72.2
1675 2321 1726 74.4 1655 71.3
1680 2167 1503 69.4 1592 73.5
1685 2389 1788 74.8 1827 76.5
1690 2052 1519 74.0 1647 80.3
1695 2508 1870 74.6 1945 77.6
1700 2300 1741 75.7 1802 78.3
1705 2219 1637 73.8 1711 77.1
1710 2262 1736 76.7 1808 79.9
1715 2252 1700 75.5 1805 80.2
1720 2347 1770 75.4 1862 79.3
1725 2596 2069 79.7 2155 83.0
1730 2840 2174 76.5 2228 78.5
1735 2720 2086 76.7 2152 79.1
1740 2432 1791 73.6 1894 77.9
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plague pandemics causing a sudden increase in the number of remarrying 
widows and widowers (see Figures 5a and 5b). For those who were remarrying 
without an age mentioned, it would in some cases be possible to deduct their 
actual age at remarriage from the age mentioned at a previous marriage. The 
age of Harmanus van Weeren, for example, who married four times during his 
lifetime, was not mentioned for his last three marriages but could be deducted 
from the banns registration of his first marriage, for which on 2 June 1735 it was 
recorded that the groom-to-be was 35. In the current dataset, however, such 
deductions have not been made.

A similar precaution should be taken into account when using this dataset 
for research on migration. In the case of brides and grooms who had previously 
lived outside Amsterdam, the previous place of residence was mentioned. In 
the case of those already residing in Amsterdam for a considerable number 
of years prior to their registration, either no previous place of residence was 
mentioned or they were registered as ‘van Amsterdam’ [‘from Amsterdam’]. 
As a result, places of origin are indicated for each individual, either explicitly 
or implicitly (in the case of Amsterdam-resident marriage partners where the 

Year Total #
banns 
registrations

Ages men 
registered 
(abs.)

Ages men 
registered
(%)

Ages women  
registered (abs.)

Ages 
women 
registered
(%)

1745 2135 1579 74.0 1662 77.8
1750 2448 1731 70.7 1878 76.7
1755 2255 1648 73.1 1755 77.8
1760 2502 1810 72.3 1973 78.9
1765 2730 1945 71.2 2102 77.0
1770 2412 1803 74.8 1909 79.1
1775 2431 1802 74.1 1971 81.1
1780 2730 1967 72.1 2135 78.2
1785 2812 2127 75.6 2260 80.4
1790 2504 1898 75.8 1966 78.5
1795 1869 1364 73.0 1475 78.9
1800 1793 1274 71.1 1414 78.9
1805 1939 1368 70.6 1524 78.6
1810 2354 1793 76.2 1920 81.6

Total 94302 68688 72.8 70643 74.9

table 4 Frequency of mentioning ages in banns registers per year and gender, 1580–1710. 
Source: Dataset Ja, ik wil – Amsterdam marriage banns registers 1580–1810 (cont.)
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absence of a place of origin indicated that they were citizens of Amsterdam). 
Nonetheless, some issues regarding the use of this source for migration studies 
require specific attention.

figure 5a Number of grooms-to-be per sample year with indication of their existing marital 
status (red = non-widower, blue = widower)
dataset ja, ik wil – amsterdam marriage banns registers 1580–1810

figure 5b Number of brides-to-be per sample year with indication of their existing marital 
status (red = non-widow, blue = widow)
dataset ja, ik wil – amsterdam marriage banns registers 1580–1810
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Analysis of the places of origin mentioned shows that many of the indi-
viduals recorded in the source, and subsequently in the dataset, lived outside 
Amsterdam before they married; Amsterdam, therefore, can be characterized 
as a ‘city of migrants’ (Kuijpers, 2005; Van Weeren & De Moor, 2019). Kuijpers 
(2005) and Lesger (2006) state that the places mentioned in the banns reg-
isters are in most cases the birthplaces of the grooms and brides involved. 
However, the source both Kuijpers and Lesger refer to (Van Dillen, 1929,  
p. XXXIV, Table iii, fn. 1), does not reference any supporting literature when 
stating that the places recorded in the banns registers “apparently are the 
birthplaces rather than the places of origin”. As the marriage procedures pre-
scribed engagement announcements in the places of residence of both groom 
and bride, it is more likely that the places mentioned are the places of origin 
(which may be but need not be by definition, the same as the places of birth) of 
the couple. The registration of the place of origin in the banns registers served 
a specific purpose: it was meant to show that the marriage partner had lived 
outside of Amsterdam and therefore might need to provide adequate proof 
that the banns had also been announced unhindered in the previous place 
of residence, to prevent couples eloping from other cities to avoid objections 
from third parties to their intended marriage (see on this, e.g., Haks, 1985). 
Consequently, brides and grooms that had already left their place of birth in 
the past and had moved to other towns before moving to Amsterdam did not 
have their place of birth registered, but their most recent place of residence 
instead.

Another issue regarding the places of origin limiting the potential for anal-
ysis is the identification of the locations mentioned. Although the majority 
could be identified with a unique present-day location (in some cases using 
the impressive ‘Herkomstregister’, composed by Simon Hart and his team 
in the 1970s [Hart, n.d.]), in some cases they could refer to several possible 
locations. Without further details, it seemed impossible to pinpoint the exact 
place of origin (e.g., a reference to ‘Vianen’ could refer to four separate loca-
tions: Vianen just south of the city of Utrecht, Vianen in the province of North 
Brabant, Vianen in the province of Zeeland, or Vianen located in present-day 
Flanders [Belgium]). In such cases, the value in Column K of the dataset was 
for now set to ‘TBA’. In addition to this, some locations could not ultimately be 
identified with any present-day location: this may be caused by either spell-
ing mistakes (as locations were recorded phonetically) or by the mere fact 
that names of some locations have disappeared into oblivion in the course of 
history. These unidentifiable locations are indicated in Column K of the data-
set also with the value ‘tba’.

For other aspects, the data recorded may limit research options. Examples 
are the occupations of grooms, which were only registered in the marriage 
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banns registers until c. 1710 and are therefore almost entirely lacking for the 
period 1715–1810. Although the reason for this change is unclear, it may be that 
in the pre-1710 registers the occupation was registered to serve as an additional 
means of differentiating a person from his namesakes, but that the explosive 
growth of the Amsterdam population over the 17th century (Amsterdam’s 
‘Golden Age’) caused the registration to lose its value for identifying the groom 
(brides’ occupations were not registered, as their work was often not regarded 
formally as an occupation) and hence their registration in the marriage banns 
registrations was abandoned around 1710.

Also, research involving the religious denomination of the registrants 
is only possible for the period 1755–1795. Structural registration of the reli-
gious denominations individuals belonged to only came into effect in 1755. 
This was directly related to measures taken by the Reformed government in 
the Low Countries to prevent mixed marriages (i.e., between a Reformed and 
a non-Reformed partner). One of the main effects on marriage procedures 
was an extended waiting period for engaged couples between the consecu-
tive mandatory three announcements of their intended marriages: instead of 
announcements being proclaimed on three consecutive Sundays, announce-
ments of ‘mixed’ marriages had to be announced with an interval of six weeks 
between the respective announcements. In addition, the couple also had 
to wait for another six weeks after the third and final announcement to be 
allowed to finally have their formal wedding day (Allart, 1795). By register-
ing the religious denominations, the Commissioners of Marital Affairs and 
their staff could check whether the appropriate waiting period had been 
respected for each couple. This registration ended soon after the French 
occupied the Low Countries in 1795. As a result of the égalité-principle of the 
French Revolution, a governmental decree by the Staten Generaal published 
on 30 April 1795 stated that as of 7 May 1795 all marriages needed to be com-
pleted before the proper civic authorities to become legally valid marriages. 
Ecclesiastical Reformed marriages consequently lost their validity for civic 
law (Huussen, 1975).

The data collected in this dataset has been used for several academic papers 
by members and affiliated researchers of our research team (De Moor et al., 
2020; Störmer et al., 2017), a book on marriage in early modern Amsterdam 
directed at a broader, non-academic audience (Van Weeren & De Moor, 2019) 
and a study of the long-term development of marriage patterns worldwide 
and its implications for the position of women (Van Zanden et al., 2019). As 
a side-effect of this data collection, research on the learning curve of partic-
ipants in this project as well as other projects on the Vele Handen platform 
was performed, resulting in a publication on the dynamics of Citizen Science  
(De Moor et al., 2019).
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7. Concluding Remarks

Given the number of records, the time span covered, the relatively fine-grained 
interval of five years between each of the sample years, the detailed per issue 
registration, and the fact that data have been collected per engaged couple 
rather than in an aggregate way, we believe the dataset in its current version 
offers fellow-researchers a firm basis for addressing a wide variety of demo-
graphic research on early modern urban society in Western Europe, enabling 
them to combine several specific selection criteria within the data to narrow 
their search, but also to combine data from this dataset with their dataset to 
complete or expand their dataset and research options.

Thanks to the detailed registration, the dataset will allow detailed research 
on such topics as migration and marriage patterns in early modern Amsterdam 
and the relation between these data and the remarkable development of 
Amsterdam and the Low Countries over this period. As such, it can offer 
the necessary empirical basis for debates on, for example, the role of house-
hold-formation-related changes in economic development.
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Appendix

Examples of Development within the Content of Marriage Banns 
Registrations

The following examples show the developments within the content of the 
marriage banns registrations between 1580 and 1810. References are inserted 
between {brackets} to the columns into which the data (marked by bolding) 
have been entered in the database. [Square brackets] in the Dutch transcrip-
tion are used to indicate which characters have been added in place of abbre-
viation marks within the source text. Double slashes (//) indicate line endings 
in the source text. A circumflex (^) refers to superscript text in the source text.

Example 1

figure a1 Registration of marriage banns of Rut Heyndrycksz and Aeltgen Rutgen, 
Amsterdam, 25 May 1585
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Transcription
Den XXVen maii lxxxv {co} // compareerden voor mij, Ph[ili]ps Cornelisz, 
Co[m]missaris over die huwelijkcken // saecken, Rut Heyndrycksz {cs}, uuyt 
die Cuyner {H}, beloven[de] sijns moeders consent {an}, // die tot Campe[n] 
{W} woont, voor die laetse proclamatie in te bre[n]ghe[n], alsoo sij[n] // vader 
verstorve[n] was, ter eenre, en[de] Aeltgen Rutgen {cu}, van Amsterda[m] 
{ay}, wonen[de] // in S[int] Geertruyde[n]steech {bp}, met haer moeder 
{br} Marytge[n] Lubbertsd[ochter] {bq}, ter andere // sijde, verklaeren[de] 
dat sij met trouwen aen malcander verbonde[n] waeren bij haer // beyder 
consenten en[de] vrijen wille, versoecken[de] daertoe haer drye sondaeschen 
// uuytroepinghe[n], om[m]e daernae haer trouwen sole[m]nelijcke[n] te 
bevestighe[n]. // Ende also sij verklaerde[n] dat sij vrije persone[n] waeren, 
en[de] den andere[n] // in bloede niet en bestonde[n], sij[n] he[n] drye son-
daegschen uuyroepinghe[n] // verwillicht.

[signed {aw}: Rotger Hijndrijcx] [signed {cm}: Aeltgen Rutgers]

Left margin
Soldaet onder Harma[n] Rode[n]- // burch {O} // Heeft belooft des moeders 
// consent in te brengen //

Nota // Den viii junii betooch // ingebrocht

Translation
On the 25th of May [15]85 appeared before me, Ph[ili]ps Cornelisz, 
Commissioner of Marital Affairs, one the one hand Rut Heyndrycksz from 
Kuinre, promising to hand over written consent by his mother, who is living in 
Kampen, before the final proclamation, as his father is deceased, and on the 
other hand Marytgen Lubbertsdaughter, both declaring to be bound by truth-
ful commitment out of mutual consent and free will, therefore requesting to 
be granted their three Sunday marriage proclamations, in order to solemnly 
confirm their marriage after the final proclamation. And as they declared that 
they were free persons [i.e., not bound to any other relationship or promises to 
another partner], and not blood-related to each other, they have been granted 
their three Sunday marriage proclamations.

[signed: Rotger Hijndrijcx] [signed: Aeltgen Rutgers]

Left margin
Soldier under the command of Harman Rodenburch. Has promised to hand 
over his mother’s consent

Note: Has handed over consent on the 8th of June
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Example 2

Transcription
Compareerden als vooren Tonis Jansz {cs}, van der Lipp {H}, kleermaker {O}, 
oud 25 {S} jaren, // ^7{X} ans^, woonen[de] op ’t Schoutenpad {Z}, geen oud-
ers hebbende {V}, ter eenre, ende Elsjen // Fransen {cu}, van Antwerpen {ay}, 
wed[uw]e {bi} van Pieter Fransz de Klerk {cv}, v[er]klarende // bij ¾{bj} 
jaers wed[uw]e geweest te hebben, woonende als voren {bp}, ter andere zijde

Ende ghaven aen dat se aen malcanderen verloovet ende met trouwe ver-
bonden waren, versoeckende hare // dry sondaeghse uut-roepinghen, omme 
nae de selve de voorschreven trouwe te solenniseren ende // in alles te vol-
trecken zoo verre daer anders gheene wetticghe verhinderinghe voor en valle. 
Ende // nae dien sij bij de waerheydt verklaerden dat se vrije persoonen waren 
ende malcanderen in bloede // of angehouwen vriendschap niet en bestonden 
zijn hun hare gheboden verwillighet.

[both signed with a cross mark {aw;cm}]

Translation
Appeared as aforementioned Tonis Jansz, from the Lippe region, tailor, aged 
25, ^7 years^, residing at the Schoutenpad, no parents alive, on the one hand, 
and Elsjen Fransen, from Antwerp, widow of Pieter Fransz de Klerk, declaring 
to have been a widow for 3/4 of a year, residing as aforementioned, on the 
other hand

And indicated that they were engaged and truthfully committed to 
each other, therefore requesting to be granted their three Sunday marriage 

figure a2 Registration of marriage banns of Tonis Jansz and Elsjen Frans, Amsterdam, 10 
November 1610
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proclamations, in order to have their marriage solemnly confirmed in full after 
these proclamations for as far as no legal hindrances are met. And after they 
had declared that they were free persons [i.e., not bound to other relations or 
promises] and that they were not next of kin by blood, nor by marriage, they 
have been granted their proclamations.

[both signed with a cross mark]

Example 3

Transcription
Den 12[en] meert a[nno] 1650 {co}

Compareerden als vooren Marten Adriaenss Swem {cs}, van der Gouw 
{H}, // lijndrayer {O}, out 24 {S} jaer, geas[sistee]rt met zijn moed[e]r {ab} 
Jannetie Jans {aa}, // woon[ende] ter Gou {W}, ende Sara Lambertss Valck 
{cu}, van A[msterdam] {ay}, // woon[ende[in de Niewe Armsteech {bp}, out 
23 {bg} jaer, geas[sistee]rt met haer // vaeder {br} Lambert Jansz {bq}

Versoeckende hare drie Sondaeghsche uytroepinghen, omme naer deselve 
de voorsz[eyde] trouwe te so- // lenniseeren, ende in alles te voltrecken, soo 
verre daer anders gheene wettighe verhinderinghe // voor en valle. Ende naer-
dien sij bij de waerheydt verklaerden dat se vrije persoonen waren, ende // 
malkanderen in bloede // waerdoor een Christelijck huwelijck mochte verhin-
dert worden niet en bestonden, zijn hun ha- // re gheboden verwillighet.

[signed {aw}: Maerten Adrijaensen Swem] [bride-to-be signed with a sin-
gle stripe {cm}]

figure a3 Registration of marriage banns of Marten Andriaenss Swen and Sara Lambertss 
Valck, 12 March 1650
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Left margin
De geboden sijn tot // Gouw {G} sond[e]r v[er]hinderinge // gegaen

Translation
On the 12th of March in the year 1650

Appeared as aforementioned Marten Adriaenss Swem, from Gouda, rope 
maker, aged 24, assisted by his mother Jannetie Jans, who lives in Gouda, and 
Sara Lambertss Valck, from Amsterdam, residing in the Nieuwe Armsteeg, aged 
23, assisted by her father Lambert Jansz

Requesting to be granted their three Sunday marriage proclamations, in 
order to have their aforementioned marriage solemnly confirmed in full after 
the final proclamation, for as far as no legal objections arise. And after they 
declared it to be true that they were free persons [i.e., not bound to other rela-
tions or promises] and not blood related in a way that would prevent a proper 
Christian marriage, they were granted their proclamations.

[signed: Maerten Adrijaensen Swem] [bride-to-be signed with a single stripe]

Left margin
The proclamations were performed in Gouda without any objections made

Example 4

figure a4 Registration of marriage banns of Willem Lijtsman and Gerritje Stevens, 8 February 
1720
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Transcription
Mans doot // goet ingebragt // Compareerden als vooren Willem Lijtsman 
{bs}, van Belkom {H}, // oud 42 {S} jare, in de Noorderstraat {Z}, ouders doot 
{V}, // geass[isteer]t met sijn nigt {ab} Judith van Wijk {aa} & // Gerritje 
Stevens {cu}, van Aarnhem {ay}, wedue {bi} // Hendrik van Goot {cv}, op 
de // Agtergraft {bp}

Versoekende hare drie Sondaagse uytroepingen, omme, naar deselve, de 
voorsz. trouwe te // solemniseren, en in alles te voltrekken, so verre daar andes 
gene wettige verhinderinge // voor en valle. En naar dien sij bij waarheyd ver-
klaarden, dat sij vrije personen waren, en // malkanderen in bloede niet en 
bestonden, waar door een Christelijk huwelijk mochte // verhindert worden, 
zijn hun hare geboden verwilliget.

[both signed with a cross mark {aw;cm}]

Translation
She has shown adequate proof that previous husband is deceased. Appeared 
as aforementioned Willem Lijtsman, from Berlicum, aged 42, residing in the 
Noorderstraat, parents deceased, assisted by his niece Judith van Wijk & 
Gerritje Stevens, from Arnhem, widow of Hendrik van Goot, residing at the 
Achtergracht

Requesting to be granted their three Sunday marriage proclamations, in 
order to have the aforementioned marriage solemnly confirmed in full after 
the final proclamation, for as far as no legal objections arise. And after they 
declared it to be true that they were free persons [i.e., not bound to other rela-
tions or promises] and not blood related in a way that would prevent a proper 
Christian marriage, they have been granted their proclamations.

[both signed with a cross mark]
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Example 5

Transcription
Compareerden als vooren Dirk Taapken {cs}, van Am[sterdam] {H}, // Luters 
{N}, oud 30 {S} iaer, in de Angelierstr[aet] {Z}, ge- // adsi[steer]d met zijn 
vader {ab} Hendrik Taapken {aa} Cornelia van Tuyl {cu}, van Lienden {ay}, 
ge- // refor[meerd] {be}, oud 26 {bg} iaer, in de Elantstr[aet] {bp}, haar // 
vader Teunis van Tuijl te Lienden {bm}.

Versoekende hare drie Sondaagse uytroepingen, omme, naar deselve, de 
voorsz. // trouwe te solemniseren, en in alles te voltrekken, so verre daar anders 
gene wet- // tige verhinderinge voor en valle. En naar dien sij bij waarheyd 
verklaaren, dat // sij vrije personen waren, en malkanderen in bloede niet en 
bestonden, waar- // door een Christelijk huwelijk mochte verhindert worden, 
zijn hun hare gebo- // den verwilliget.

[signed: Dirk Taapken {aw}] // [signed: Cornelia van Tuyl {cm}]

Left margin
Kerk // Sij vaders {cd} // consent goet // ingebragt

Translation
Appeared as aforementioned Dirk Taapken, from Amsterdam, Lutheran, aged 
30, residing in the Anjeliersstraat, assisted by his father Hendrik Taapken 
[and] Cornelia van Tuyl, from Lienden, Reformed, aged 26, residing in the 
Elandstraat, her father Teunis van Tuijl residing in Lienden.

figure a5 Registration of marriage banns of Dirk Taapken and Cornelia van Tuyl, 8 February 
1765
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Requesting to be granted their three Sunday marriage proclamations, in 
order to have their aforementioned commitment solemnly confirmed in full, 
for as far no legal objections arise. And as they declare it to be true that they 
are free persons [i.e., not bound to any other committed relationship] and not 
blood related in a way that would prevent a proper Christian marriage, they 
were granted their proclamations.

[signed: Dirk Taapken] // [signed: Cornelia van Tuyl]

Left-margin
Church. She handed over her father’s written consent properly

Example 6

Transcription
Compareerden als vooren Hendrik Aris {cs}, van Amst[erda]m {H}, // 
geref[ormeerd] {N}, laatst wed[uwnaar] {U} van Sjouke Simons Swart {ct}, 
in de // Lange Dijkstr[aa]t aan de Nieuwmarkt, ‘t 2e huis van de slager {Z} 
// Helena Jansen {cu}, van Amst[erda]m {ay}, geref[ormeerd] {be}, oud 32 
{bg} jaren, in de // Binnen Oranjestr[aat], ‘t 2e huis van d’Haarl[emmer]dijk 
{bp}, gead[sisteert] met haar moeder {br} // Aaltje Barents {bq}, woont als 
boven {bm}

Versoekende hare drie Sondaagse uytroepingen, omme, naar deselve, de 
voorsz. // trouwe te solemniseren, en in alles te voltrekken, so verre daar anders 
gene wet- // tige verhinderinge voor en valle. En naar dien sij bij waarheyd 

figure a6 Registration of marriage banns of Hendrik Aris and Helena Jansen, 18 January 1805
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verklaaren, dat // sij vrije personen waren, en malkanderen in bloede niet en 
bestonden, waar- // door een Christelijk huwelijk mochte verhindert worden, 
zijn hun hare gebo- // den verwilliget.

[signed: Hendriek Aries {aw}] [signed: Helena Jansen {cm}]

Left-margin
Hij vrouws dood // goed // Weeskamer {av}// vold[aan] 15 Jan[uar]ii // 1805

Zij moed[er]s {cd} cons[en]t // goed

Translation
Appeared as aforementioned Hendrik Aris, from Amsterdam, Reformed, most 
recently widower of Sjouke Simons Swart, residing in the Lange Dijkstraat close 
to the Nieuwmarkt, the second house next to the butcher [and] Helena Jansen, 
from Amsterdam, Reformed, aged 32, residing in the Binnen Oranjestraat, the 
second house from the Haarlemmerdijk, assisted by her mother Aaltje Barents, 
who resides as mentioned above

Requesting to be granted their three Sunday marriage proclamations, in 
order to have their aforementioned commitment solemnly confirmed in full, 
for as far as no legal objections arise. And as they declare it to be true that they 
are free persons [i.e., not bound to any other committed relationship] and not 
blood related in a way that would prevent a proper Christian marriage, they 
were granted their proclamations.

[signed: Hendriek Aries] [signed: Helena Jansen]

Left-margin
He has shown adequate proof of his wife’s death. Satisfied municipal orphans’ 
chamber on 15 January 1805

She has shown adequate proof of mother’s consent in marriage
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